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The VICTORIAN FICTION RESEARCH GUIDES concentrate on lesser-known writers of the Victorian/Edwardian eras, and on fiction published in journals during the same period. Each contains an informative introductory essay.

The subscription for the Series 8 of the GUIDES will $AU50 (4 Guides), individual volumes $AU15. Copies of previous guides are available at: Series 1-5 $AU 25 (4 titles) or $AU7 per title; Series 6 $AU35 or $AU10 per title; Series 7 $AU40 or $AU12 per title. You can pay in advance with order, or upon invoice.
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**Series 1**
- 1 Sarah Grand
- 2 Jessie Fothergill
- 3 Edmund Yates
- 4 Indexes to Fiction in *Time* (1879-91), *Murray's Magazine* (1887-91), and *The Quarto* (1896-98)

**Series 2**
- 5 Indexes to Fiction in *The Lady's Realm*
- 6 Mary Cholmondeley
- 7 Indexes to Fiction in *Tinsley's Magazine*, later *The Novel Review* (1867-1892)
- 8 Frances Cashel Hoey

**Series 3**
- 9 Indexes to Fiction in *Pall Mall Magazine* (1893-1914)
- 10 Indexes to Fiction in *The Harmsworth Magazine*, later *The London Magazine* (1898-1915)
- 11 Margaret Oliphant
- 12 Indexes to Fiction in *Cassell's Family Magazine*, later *Cassell's Magazine* (1874-1910)

**Series 4**
- 13 Mrs Humphry Ward
- 14 Indexes to Fiction in *Belgravia*
- 15 Rosa Praed
- 16 Rosa Nouchette Carey

**Series 5**
- 17 Indexes to Fiction in *Chambers's Journal* (1854-1910)
- 18 Philip Meadows Taylor
- 19/20 Letters of G.A. Sala to Edmund Yates (double volume)

**Series 6**
- 21 Edmund Yates Papers in The University of Queensland Library
- 22 Elizabeth Robins
- 23 Indexes to Fiction in *The Idler* (1892-1911)
- 24 Francis Adams

**Series 7**
- 25 Bram Stoker
- 26 Margaret Oliphant: Non-Fictional Writings
- 27 Mary Fortune
- 28 Caroline Clive

**Series 8**
- 29 Indexes to Fiction in *The Illustrated London News* (1842-1901) and *The Graphic* (1869-1901) [September 2001]
- 30 Victoria Cross [late 2001]

**SPECIAL OFFER:** BACK ISSUES SERIES 1-6 (VOLS 1-24) FOR $AU100 (+ $AU10 postage)